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Mission statement: 
Simplifying 
Interoperability for 
India



HL7 India Connectathon
FHIR Starter Track

Purpose of the FHIR Starter Track

The Track Provides participants with end to end introduction to the FHIR ecosystem. 
Track helps anyone who is wanting to understand FHIR without prior knowledge of 
FHIR. Participants will complete 4 sessions of this Track to start the NCII Track

Intended Audience :-

Developers/Architects Executives

Product manager Test engineer/Manager

Marketing Students/learner (Health Informatics)
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NCII Track

Purpose of the NCII Track: (Participants from the FHIR Starter Track can come to 
NCII Track after completing 4 FHIR Starter Sessions)

1. What’s the purpose of hosting this connectathon track? 

To further FHIR standards among the programmer community, by identifying India 
Specific Scenario of health interoperability and enable the ecosystem to adopt 
standards that lead to successful and meaningful implementations.

2. What do you hope to achieve?

To  demonstrate power of innovative collaboration that is the core of NCII and 
begin the transformation starting with a Telemedicine Exchange Platform



 Multiple Organisations, NGOs, Govt agencies are working on this challenge  with different 
approaches. We focus on enabling the last mile ie vendor / techy community with unique 
NCII approach that involves a strong possibility of collaborating with all other enablers. 

And we are not alone in this 
mission...
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Why the NCII Platform ?
Problem Statement

1. Currently there are about 55+ Telemedicine Platform Organisations (TPO) in India
2. It’s not possible for the patient to download all the 55 TPO apps on their mobile 

phone and manage their health information across all these platforms. 
3. Instead the NCII Platform has many of the 55+ TPOs as service providers 

on-boarded on the platform
4. The Patient could have an app from any one of the TSOs or app from the TPO and 

raise a request for a service from that platform
5. Since these entities are all connected with the NCII Platform internally, the Patient 

is automatically connected to a Telemedicine Platform Organisations Doctors
6. The NCII Platform simplifies the care coordination process between various entities 

in a digital health ecosystem, by creating a significantly improved and simplified 
connectivity framework built on open standards
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How the NCII Platform works to 
re-connect the Digital Health Ecosystem

1. There is Tele Service Provider Organisations (TSO) like Aarogyasetu, hospital, govt 
quarantine facilities, etc

2. They give us a patient information, via a NCII FHIR Plugin, who needs to be treated 
for COVID (or any other ailments)

3. NCII Platform picks up this information via the NCII Plugin, and publishes it on the 
NCII Platform as “Service Tickets”

4. The NCII Platform has at its core, connections with 55+ Telemedicine Platform 
Organisation (TPO), via the NCII FHIR - Plug-ins 

5. Any one of the 55+ TSO, can pick up the “Service Tickets” and block it by updating 
the Case Status as “Blocked” 
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How the NCII Platform works to 
re-connect the Digital Health Ecosystem

6. The Doctor using the TPO sees another button on his app, Dynamic Appointments. 
Once the TSO picks up the Service ticket, it will assign it to a doctor. Or the doctor 
will choose to accept seeing patients via the Dynamic appointments option

7. Since the Dynamic appointment has come from the NCII platform, for COVID. Using 
the NCII FHIR plug-in the data is shown to the clinician, such as patient speaking 
marathi, wants to talk to a doctor, about her symptoms. The Patient and doctor 
might be on completely different apps.

8. Once the TPO assigns a clinician to the patient, a URL is sent via the NCII platform to 
the TSOs app, who then displays this URL to the Patient

9. The Patient Clicks on the URL in her app and is instantaneously connected with the 
doctor.

10. After the Doctor has seen the Patient, she will update the patient information 
which will be sent back to the TSO via the NCII Platform for that particular case id







Data Elements

The NCII Data Model for 
Service Tickets Queue



So, How it works?

Step 1
Tele Service Providers 
Organisations (TSO) will 
POST Data to NCII 
Platform

Step 2
From NCII to 
Telemedicine Platform 
Organisation (TPO)

Step 3
From TPO to NCII 
Platform & back to the 
TSO
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Tele Service Providers Organisations 
(TSO) will POST Data to NCII Platform

1. TSO Identifies Patient, needing teleconsultation service, TSO will submit their requests created on their 
platform to the NCII Platform

The Information that will be sent by TSO to NCII Platform: 
1. Provider Case ID (M): From TSO’s encounter id
2. Type of Service - COVID, Follow-up, General
3. Patient Demographics: Name, Gender, Age, Mobile (M)
4. Symptoms of COVID (O) - Allow the TSP to send these values (comma separated, values refer image) 
5. Clinical Information – HPI (O)
6. Preferred Language (O) – provider input
7. Travel Hx (O) (Have you travelled overseas in the last two months – Y/N)
8. A NCII Case ID (M) – Non-Unique per TSO Case ID, will be Generated on Receipt of the case on the 

NCII Platform). NCII forms a composite key to link to the Provider Case ID (source ID) is generated for 
every encounter/ case

2. TSO Submits Service ticket request to Queue....NCII Platform will update the Time Stamp,  Case Received 
from TSO into “Service Ticket Queue”
3. NCII Platform Manages service tickets in real time 
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From NCII to Telemedicine Platform 
Organisation (TPO)

1. NCII to Telemedicine Platform Organization (TPO) : Publish the NCII Case IDs to all TPOs connected to the 

NCII Platform

4. TPO Doctor will opt for “Dynamic Appointments” Button on TPO App

5. TPO polls “Open Service Ticket” on Queue using NCII FHIR Plugin and confirms demand, using the NCII 

Plug-ins, for open NCII Case IDs & Selects the “Service Ticket” 

6. Doctor requests for an assignment

7. TPO  requests a LOCK on the assignable “Service Ticket” on the Queue using NCII FHIR Plugin to the 

specific TPO 

● TPO Updates a TPO Case ID on the service ticket

● “Service Ticket” data will contain the TSO 1: 1-7 data elements

● This information is sent to the TPO
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From NCII to Telemedicine Platform 
Organisation (TPO)

● NCII is PUBLISHED to all the TPOs on the NCII Platform (e.g., train or plane txns)

● TPOs will be polling the NCII Platform for OPEN “Service Tickets”, using the NCII Plug-in at the TPO

● Out of the “N” TPOs one of the TPOs “blocks” the service ticket, first; after receiving a confirmation 

from one of the doctors on their platform

● The TPO will communicate via the NCII-plug to the NCII Platform, that they have blocked/ locked this 

particular “Service Ticket”, identified by the NCII Case ID

● Once the NCII Case ID, a “Service Ticket” is “BLOCKED/ Confirmed” by a TPO (using the NCII-Plugin 

used by the TPO) an update will be made by the TPO on the NCII (using the plug-in) 

● That “service ticket is locked to that specific TPO, this TPO will assign a TPO Case ID, no other TPO will 

be able to service this request

● “Service Ticket” Status will be updated by the NCII Platform to: Available, Blocked

● NCII Platform will update the Time Stamp when Case was Blocked by TPO
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From TPO to NCII Platform

8. Doctor receives a confirmation of assignment on App. will update the connected doctor about the 

“Service Ticket” assigned to her

9. TPO Doctor accepts assigned case, TPO generates a unique teleconsultation bridge  for the session via 

NCII FHIR Plugin

10. Once the case is assigned to the doctor, TSO receives connection details for the ticket to facilitate the 

tele -session: 

TPO sends a unique Link to NCII Platform using the NCII-plug in

The TPO Link contains the session id, that will be sent to the TSO (clicking on the URL will instantiate the 

session with the doctor)
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From TPO to NCII Platform

11. Tele Consultation Session, Initiated

12. Doctor updated the outcomes in the TPO 

13. TSO is posted with outcomes of the Consultation session and ticket closes. TSO will send and update to 

the NCII Platform with an update to NCII Case ID as Completed and update time stamp with the Time 

Completed 

Returns information of completion against the NCII ID as these statuses: 

Should end with closure of ticket and outcome :

● Consultation could not complete

● Consultation completed order / prescription given ( Non COVID )

● Consultation completed order / prescription given (Rapid test for antibodies IgG IgM)

● Consultation completed order / prescription given (RT PCR)

● Consultation completed admission to hospital prescribed

● Consultation completed admission to COVID hospital prescribed



Thank You

Contact us:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ncii-core/ 
info@ncii.org.in


